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QUESTION 1

The Junos OS blocks an HTTP request due to a Websense server response. Which form of Web filtering is being
used? 

A. redirect Web filtering 

B. integrated Web filtering 

C. categorized Web filtering 

D. local Web filtering 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which configuration keyword ensures that all in-progress sessions are re-evaluated upon committing a security policy
change? 

A. policy-rematch 

B. policy-evaluate 

C. rematch-policy 

D. evaluate-policy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You have configured a UTM profile called Block-Spam, which has the appropriate antispam configuration to block
undesired spam e-mails. 

Which configuration would protect an SMTP server in the dmz zone from spam originating in the untrust zone? 

A. set security policies from-zone dmz to-zone untrust policy anti-spam then permit application- services utm-policy
Block-Spam 

B. set security policies from-zone untrust to-zone dmz policy anti-spam then permit application- services utm-policy
Block-Spam 

C. set security policies from-zone untrust to-zone dmz policy anti-spam then permit application- services anti-spam-
policy Block-Spam 

D. set security policies from-zone untrust to-zone dmz policy anti-spam then permit application- services Block-Spam 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

You must configure an IPsec VPN on an SRX Series device. The IPsec VPN will be used for employees to remotely
access the corporate network. Remote employees are assigned a dynamic address. 

Which type of VPN should you configure for this scenario? 

A. policy-based VPN 

B. route-based VPN 

C. group VPN 

D. hub-and-spoke VPN 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two functions of the junos-host zone? (Choose two.) 

A. storing global address book entries 

B. controlling self-generated traffic 

C. controlling host inbound traffic 

D. controlling global Junos Screen settings 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two packet attributes contribute to the identification of a session? (Choose two.) 

A. Destination port 

B. TTL 

C. IP options 

D. Protocol number 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

You have just manually failed over Redundancy Group 0 on Node 0 to Node 1. You notice Node 0 is now in a
secondary-hold state. 

Which statement is correct? 
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A. The previous primary node moves to the secondary-hold state because an issue occurred during failover. It stays in
that state until the issue is resolved. 

B. The previous primary node moves to the secondary-hold state and stays there until manually reset, after which it
moves to the secondary state. 

C. The previous primary node moves to the secondary-hold state and stays there until the hold- down interval expires,
after which it moves to the secondary state. 

D. The previous primary node moves to the secondary-hold state and stays there until manually failed back to the
primary node. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements are true regarding SRX Series devices? (Choose two) 

A. High-end SRX Series use IOCs, NPCs. and SPCs for control plane operations. 

B. Session setup and maintenance is performed in the control plane. 

C. Session setup and maintenance is performed in the data plane. 

D. High-end SRX Series use IOCs, NPCs. and SPCs for data plane operations. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9

The local side of an IPSec VPN is an SRX Series device. The remote side of the IPSec VPN is a third-party vendor and
it is using a local proxy ID of 1.1.1.1/32 and a remote proxy ID of 2.2.2 2/32. 

Which two actions would you take to ensure that the IPSec VPN comes up? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the proxy ID to 1.1.1.1/32 for the local ID and 2.2.2.2/32 for the remote ID for the VPN 

B. Set the proxy ID to 2.2.2.2/32 for the local ID and 1.1.1.1/322 for the remote ID for the VPN 

C. Set the proxy ID to 0.0.0/0/0 for the local ID and 0.0.0.0/0 for the remote ID for the VPN 

D. Set the proxy ID to 0.0.0.0/32 for the local ID and 0.0.0.0/32 for the remote ID for the VPN 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

-- Exhibit -

security { 
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policies { 

from-zone TRUST to-zone UNTRUST { 

policy allow-all { 

match { 

source-address any; 

destination-address any; 

application any; 

} 

then { 

deny; 

} 

} 

policy allow-hosts { 

match { 

source-address hosts; 

destination-address any; 

application junos-http; 

} 

then { 

permit; 

} 

scheduler-name block-hosts; 

} 

policy deny { 

match { 

source-address any; 

destination-address any; 

application any; 

} 
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then { 

deny; 

} 

} 

} 

} 

} 

schedulers { 

scheduler block-hosts { 

daily { 

start-time 10:00:00 stop-time 18:00:00; 

} 

} 

} 

-- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the exhibit, you have configured a scheduler to allow hosts access to the Internet during 

specific times. You notice that hosts are unable to access the Internet. 

What is blocking hosts from accessing the Internet? 

A. The policy allow-all should have the scheduler applied. 

B. The policy allow-hosts should match on source-address any. 

C. The policy allow-hosts should have an application of any. 

D. The policy allow-all should have a then statement of permit. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement is correct about zone and interface dependencies? 

A. A logical interface can be assigned to multiple zones. 

B. A zone can be assigned to multiple routing instances. 
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C. Logical interfaces are assigned to a zone. 

D. A logical interface can be assigned to multiple routing instances. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

What are two benefits of enhanced Web filtering when configured on an SRX Series device? (Choose two) 

A. Local database storage minimizes processing delays 

B. Real-time Web filtering on a local Websense server 

C. More than 95 predefined categories stored on an Internet Websense server 

D. Real-time URL categorization and site reputation information 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 13

What are two valid match conditions for source NAT? (Choose two.) 

A. port range 

B. source port 

C. source address 

D. destination address 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

You want to allow all hosts on interface ge-0/0/0.0 to be able to ping the device\\'s ge- 0/0/0.0 IP address. Where do you
configure this functionality? 

A. [edit interfaces] 

B. [edit security zones] 

C. [edit system services] 

D. [edit security interfaces] 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 15

Which two statements in a source NAT configuration are true regarding addresses, rule-sets, or rules that overlap?
(Choose two.) 

A. Addresses used for NAT pools should never overlap. 

B. If more than one rule-set matches traffic, the rule-set with the most specific context takes precedence. 

C. If traffic matches two rules within the same rule-set, both rules listed in the configuration are applied. 

D. Dynamic source NAT rules take precedence over static source NAT rules. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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